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Summary 

Plants, bacteria, and fungi provide diverse structures derived from their primary and the 

secondary metabolism. Representative substances from secondary metabolite pathways are 

flavonoids, coumarins, xanthones, and indole alkaloids. The attachment of isoprene units (n × 

C5) such as dimethylallyl (DMAPP), geranyl (GPP), or farnesyl (FPP) moieties to the 

backbones of aromatic secondary metabolites is a further step for the broad diversification. 

Prenylated natural products often exhibit stronger pharmacological activities than their non-

prenylated precursors. The prenyltransferases (PTs) accomplish these prenyl transfer 

reactions in nature. Therefore, the investigation on the applications of prenyltransferases 

could be used for structural modification of aromatic substances to produce biologically 

active compounds. 

Prenylated acylphloroglucinols (APs), which have remarkable chemical structures and 

intriguing biological and pharmacological activities, are characteristic constituents of several 

plant families. Main structural features of prenylated APs are highly oxygenated and densely 

decorated with prenyl moieties, such as dimethylallyl and geranyl moieties. 

Phlorisobutyrophenone (PIBP), phlorisovalerophenone (PIVP), and phlorbenzophenone 

(PBZP) serve as precursors of most prenylated APs. In the first part of this thesis, the 

acceptance of APs catalyzed by thirteen fungal prenyltransferases in the presence of DMAPP 

was elucidated. Nine regular prenylated products were obtained from the reactions with 

AnaPT. The results indicated that AnaPT catalyzes the same prenylation of PIBP and PIVP 

as the membrane-bound prenyltransferases like HIPT-1 involved in the biosynthesis of the 

prenylated APs in plants, but with much higher conversion yields than HIPT-1. However, 

only monoprenylated derivatives were obtained in the presence of DMAPP and the 

conversion yields of PIBP, PIVP, and PBZP with GPP as prenyl donor were very low in 

AnaPT reactions. Recently, a fungal prenyltransferase AtaPT was demonstrated to carry an 

unprecedented promiscuity toward diverse drug-like aromatic acceptors and prenyl donors 

including DMAPP, GPP, and FPP. On the availability of AtaPT, we investigated the behavior 

of AtaPT toward PIBP, PIVP, and PBZP. Twenty-one prenylated APs were isolated and their 

structures were elucidated by NMR and MS analyses. Total conversion yields were 

calculated for the three APs with AtaPT and DMAPP, which are significantly higher than 

those of AnaPT. C-prenylated products are in consistent with the AnaPT products. O-
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prenylated products were also obtained from the reaction mixtures of PIBP and PIVP. Also 

Gem-diprenylated derivatives were identified in the reaction mixtures of these substrates 

respectively. C-monoprenylated products were converted into gem-diprenylated derivatives 

as predominant products in the presence of DMAPP. GPP and FPP also served as good 

prenyl donors for the reaction of AtaPT. Only one C-prenylated derivative and one O-

prenylated derivative each were identified from these incubation mixtures. 

Subsequently, prenylation of different flavonoids including flavanones and isoflavones by 

AnaPT at C-6 of the A ring or C-3′ of the B ring was demonstrated. Twelve prenylated 

flavonoids from incubation mixtures of flavonoids with AnaPT in the presence of DMAPP 

were produced. Previous studies found that 7-DMATS accepted chalcones, isoflavonoids, 

and flavanones much better than flavones and flavonols and mainly catalyzed prenylation at 

C-6. AnaPT and 7-DMATS show different substrate preferences and prenylation positions.  

In the third part of this thesis, we identified a key amino acid residue Tyr205 in FtmPT1 for 

the interaction with its aromatic substrate brevianamide F. Saturation mutagenesis on this 

position resulted in all nineteen possible mutants. FtmPT1_Y205N and FtmPT1_Y205L 

differ from FtmPT1 in behaviors toward four cyclo-Trp-Pro isomers. Regularly C2-

prenylated derivatives were detected as main products of FtmPT1 reactions with all these 

isomers. In contrast, the reversely C3-prenylated products were found to be the main products 

in Y205N and Y205L reactions with cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro, and cyclo-L-Trp-

D-Pro, while regularly C2- and C3-prenylated derivatives were identified in their reaction 

mixtures with cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro. These results indicated that the isomers are in different 

positions and orientations in the reaction chamber and Tyr205 is important for the prenyl 

transfer reaction, but can be replaced by other amino acids. 

The results obtained during this thesis demonstrate that AtaPT and AnaPT could be 

promising candidates for production of prenylated APs like -bitter acids by synthetic 

biology. AnaPT and 7-DMATS could be used complementarily for prenylation of flavonoids. 

The mutants of FtmPT1 can be used for production of regularly C3-prenylated brevianamide 

F in synthetic biology. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Pflanzen, Bakterien und Pilze produzieren vielseitige primäre und sekundäre 

Stoffwechselprodukte. Beispiele der Sekundärstoffe sind Flavonoide, Coumarine, Xanthone 

und Indolalkaloide. Das Anhängen von Isopreneinheiten (n x C5), wie Dimethylallyl 

(DMAPP), Geranyl (GPP) oder Farnesyl (FPP) an aromatischen Grundstrukturen des 

Sekundärmetabolismus ist ein weiterer Schritt in der Diversifizierung dieser Stoffe. Die 

prenylierten Naturstoffe zeigen häufig stärkere pharmakologische Aktivitäten als ihre nicht-

prenylierten Vorgänger. In der Natur wird die Übertragung der Prenyleinheit von 

Prenyltransferasen realisiert. Aus diesem Grund können Prenyltransferasen genutzt werden, 

um aromatische Substanzen zu modifizieren und somit neue biologisch aktive Stoffe 

herzustellen.  

Prenylierte Acylphloroglucinole (APs), die sich durch bemerkenswerte chemische Strukturen 

und verblüffende biologische und pharmakologische Aktivitäten auszeichnen, sind 

charakteristische Sekundärstoffe verschiedener Pflanzenfamilien. Wichtige Strukturmerkmale 

von prenylierten APs sind hoch oxidiert und dicht verziert mit Prenylgruppen, wie 

Dimehylallyl- und Geranyleinheiten. Phlorisobutyrophenone (PIBP), Phlorisovaerophenone 

(PIVP) und Phlorbenzophenon (PBZP) sind die Vorstufen der meisten prenylierten APs. Im 

ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde die Akzeptanz der APs durch dreizehn pilzliche 

Prenyltransferasen in der Gegenwart von DMAPP untersucht. Neun regulär prenylierte 

Produkte wurden durch Einsatz von AnaPT erhalten. Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass 

AnaPT dieselben Prenylierungen von PIBP und PIVP wie die membrangebundenen 

Prenyltransferasen, wie z.B. HIPT-1, katalysiert, welche in die Biosynthese von prenylierten 

APs in Pflanzen involviert sind. Die Umsatzrate mit AnaPT sind jedoch deutlich höher als 

mit HIPT-1. Allerdings wurden nur monoprenylierte Derivate in Gegenwart von DMAPP 

erhalten und die Umsatzraten von PIBP, PIVP und PBZP mit GPP als Prenyldonor waren 

sehr gering. Vor Kurzem wurde mit der pilzlichen Prenyltransferase AtaPT eine 

außergewöhnliche Promiskuität gegenüber diversen Arzneimittel-relevanten aromatischen 

Akzeptoren und Prenyldonoren, darunter DMAPP, GPP, und FPP, nachgewiesen. Daraufhin 

untersuchten wir das Verhalten von AtaPT gegenüber PIBP, PIVP und PBZP. 

Einundzwanzig prenylierte APs wurden isoliert und ihre Strukturen mittels NMR und MS 

aufgeklärt. Die Umsetzungen der drei APs wurden mit AtaPT und DMAPP bestimmt und 

waren deutlich höher als die mit AnaPT. Gleiche C-prenylierte Produkte wie AnaP-
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Reaktionen wurden identifiziert. O-prenylierte Produkte wurden aus den Reaktionen mit 

PIBP und PIVP erhalten. Auch Gem-diprenylierte Derivate konnten in den 

Reaktionsgemischen identifiziert werden. C-monoprenylierte Produkte wurden in 

Anwesenheit von DMAPP hauptsächlich zu gem-diprenylierte Derivate umgesetzt. GPP und 

FPP waren auch gute Prenyldonoren der AtaPT-Reaktionen. Nur ein einziges C-prenyliertes 

und ein O-prenyliertes Derivat konnten aus diesen Reaktionen identifiziert werden. 

Anschließend wurden Prenylierungen verschiedener Flavonoide, darunter Flavanone und 

Isoflavone durch AnaPT am C-6 des A-Rings und dem C-3´ des B-Rings untersucht. Zwölf 

prenylierte Flavonoide wurden in den Reaktionsgemischen von Flavonoiden und AnaPT in 

der Gegenwart von DMAPP produziert. Es ist bekannt, dass 7-DMATS Chalcone, 

Isoflavonoide und Flavanone deutlich besser als Flavone oder Flavonole akzeptiert und 

hauptsächlich die Prenylierung am C-6 katalysiert. AnaPT und 7-DMATS zeigen 

unterschiedliche Substratpräferenzen und Prenylierungspositionen. 

Im dritten Teil dieser Arbeit wurden die für die Interaktion von FtmPT1 mit dem 

aromatischen Substrat Brevianamide F Schlüssel-Aminosäure Tyr205 identifiziert. Mittels 

Sättigungsmutagenese an dieser Position wurden Mutanten von allen übrigen 19 

Aminosäuren hergestellt. FtmPT1_Y205N und FtmPT1_Y205L unterscheiden sich von 

FtmPT1 in ihrem Verhalten gegenüber den vier cyclo-Trp-Pro Isomeren. Regulär C2-

prenylierte Derivate wurden als Hauptprodukte der FtmPT1 mit diesen Isomeren identifiziert. 

Dagegen waren revers C3-prenylierte Produkte die Hauptprodukte von Y205N und Y205L 

mit cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro und cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro, während regulär C2- und 

C3-prenylierte Derivate mit cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro nachgewiesen wurden. Diese Ergebnisse 

lassen darauf schließen, dass die Isomere in unterschiedlichen Positionen und Orientierungen 

im aktiven Zentrum vorliegen und Tyr205 für die Reaktion zwar wichtig ist, jedoch durch 

andere Aminosäuren ersetzt werden kann. 

Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit zeigen, dass AtaPT und AnaPT vielversprechend Kandidaten 

für die Produktion von prenylierten APs, wie beispielweise -Bittersäuren im Rahmen der 

synthetischen Biologie sein können. AnaPT und 7-DMATS könnten komplementär für die 

Prenylierung der Flavonoide genutzt werden. Die Mutanten der FtmPT1 können für die 

Produktion von regulär C3-prenyliertem Brevianamid F in der synthetischen Biologie genutzt 

werden.
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1. Introduction  

1.1. Prenylated aromatic secondary metabolites 
 

Prenylated aromatic secondary metabolites are distributed throughout all kingdoms of life. 

These compounds fulfil various roles in their plant, bacterial or fungal hosts and the prenyl 

residue is a key element for the presented biological and pharmacological activities (Botta et 

al. 2005b; Chen et al. 2014a; El-Seedi et al. 2010; Heide 2009a; Li 2010; Liu et al. 2015; 

Sunassee and Davies-Coleman 2012). The basic chemical structures of these metabolites 

emerge from different biosynthetic pathways and form various substance classes, including 

acylphloroglucinols (APs), flavonoids, indole alkaloids, naphthalenes, quinones, xanthones, 

and coumarins (Figure 1-1, A). The distinctive prenyl moieties play an important role in the 

structural diversity of these natural products, due to various prenylation positions forming C-

C, C-O or C-N bonds on the aromatic nucleus and different patterns (regular or reverse) as 

well as lengths of the prenyl chain from dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMAPP, C5 unit), 

geranyl diphosphate (GPP, C10 unit), farnrsyl diphosphate (FPP, C15 unit), to geranylgeranyl 

pyrophosphate (GGPP, C20 unit) (Figure 1-1, B) (Heide 2009a; Winkelblech et al. 2015a). In 

addition, the prenylated compounds can be further modified by rearrangement, cyclization, 

oxidation, and hydroxylation reactions (Heide 2009a; Raju et al 2011). The prenylated 

aromatic metabolites are classified into prenylated acylphloroglucinols, flavonoids, indole 

alkaloids, naphthalenes, quinones, xanthones, and coumarins. The prenylated 

acylphloroglucinols, flavonoids, and indole alkaloids are described and summarized in this 

thesis in details. 

Figure 1-1. (A) Aromatic scaffold with numbering; (B) Examples of regular and reverse 

prenyl patterns and different lengths of prenyl moieties. 
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1.1.1. Prenylated acylphloroglucinols 

Prenylated acylphloroglucinols (APs) are characteristic constituents of plant 

families including Clusiaceae, Hypericaceae, and Cannabaceae. Prenylated APs are classified 

into monocyclic polyprenylated acylphloroglucinols (MPAPs) and polycyclic polyprenylated 

acylphloroglucinols (PPAPs) (Ciochina and Grossman 2006). Two classes of MPAPs are 

found in hops, α-acids and β-acids. The PPAPs feature a highly oxygenated and densely 

substituted bicyclo[3.3.1]nonane-2,4,9-trione or bicyclo[3.2.1]octane-2,4,8-trione core 

decorated with C5H9 or C10H17 (dimethylallyl, geranyl, etc.) side chains. The PPAPs can be 

divided into three classes: type A PPAPs have a C-1 acyl group and an adjacent C-8 

quaternary center, type B PPAPs have a C-3 acyl group, and the rare type C PPAPs have a C-

1 acyl group and a distant C-6 quaternary center (Figure 1-2). Secondary cyclizations 

involving the -diketone and pendant olefinic groups may occur to afford adamantanes, 

pyrano-fused, or other cyclized structures (Ciochina and Grossman 2006).  

Figure 1-2. Main structures and classification of prenylated APs. 

Prenylated APs exhibit various biological activities including antibacterial, antifungal, anti-

inflammatory, antioxidant, and cytotoxic effects and are considered as a source of new drug 

lead from plant sources. As shown in Figure 1-3, lindbergins E and lindbergins F showed 

significant leishmanicidal activity (Socolsky et al. 2016). Psorothatin C from Psorothamnus 

fremontii was active against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus and vancomycin-

resistant Enterococcus faecium (Yu et al. 2015b). Clusianone and its 7-epimer from the 

family Clusiaceae exhibited anti-HIV and antitumor activities (Garnsey et al. 2011; 

Nagalingam et al. 2016; Piccinelli et al. 2005; Sales et al. 2015). Yojironin E and petiolin J 

exhibited moderate antimicrobial activity (Tanaka et al. 2010; Tanaka et al. 2011). Yojironin 

E also showed cytotoxicity against murine lymphoma P388 cells and human epidermoid 

carcinoma KB cells in vitro (Tanaka et al. 2011).  α- and β-Bitter acids (Figure 1-2) from H. 

lupulus (Cannabinaceae), commonly known as hops, were used in folk medicine as an 

antibacterial (in the form of wound powders and salves), a tranquilizer (sleep inducer), and a 
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diuretic and to ameliorate the symptoms of menopause. Perhaps more importantly, the female 

inflorescences (hop cones) of hops were also used in beer production (Van Cleemput et al. 

2009). Different approaches were developed for the production of prenylated APs, including 

the isolation from plants (Nagalingam et al. 2016; Piccinelli et al. 2005; Sales et al. 2015; 

Socolsky et al. 2016; Van Cleemput et al. 2009; Yu et al. 2015b), chemical synthesis 

(Garnsey et al. 2011; Qi and Porco 2007; Shimizu et al. 2010; Tsukano et al. 2007), and 

chemoenzymatic synthesis (Li et al. 2015a; Tsurumaru et al. 2012). 

Figure 1-3. Examples of prenylated APs. 

1.1.2. Prenylated flavonoids 

Flavonoids are valuable natural products distributed mainly in plant kingdom. Chemically, 

flavonoids have the general structure of a 15-carbon skeleton, which consists of two phenyl 

rings (A and B) and heterocyclic ring (C) (Figure 1-4) (Sandhar et al. 2011). This carbon 

structure can be abbreviated C6-C3-C6. Based on their structures, they are categorized into 

flavones, isoflavonoids, neoflavonoids, flavonols, flavanone, flavanonols, flavans, and 

anthocyanidines (Figure 1-4) (Botta et al. 2009; Sandhar et al. 2011). Flavonoids have a wide 

range of biological and pharmacological activities in vitro-studies, including anti-

inflammatory, antiviral, antithrombogenic, antifungal, and antitumor activities (Agrawal 

2011). They are also considered as potential candidates for treatment of neurodegenerative 

and vasodilatory diseases (Sandhar et al. 2011). Prenylations at the two benzene rings often 

increase the lipophilicity of flavonoids, which results in an increased affinity to biological 

membranes and an improved interaction with target proteins (Botta et al. 2005b; Chen et al. 

2014a). 

Figure 1-4. Main structures of flavonoids. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_vitro
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An example of prenylated flavonoids is licoflavonol (Figure 1-5), which is a novel natural 

inhibitor of Salmonella type III secretion system (T3SS) that secreted effector proteins to 

facilitate invasion into host cells. And it could be a promising candidate for novel type of 

anti-virulence drugs (Guo et al. 2016). Abyssinone-V 4′-methyl ether inhibited pneumococcal 

neuraminidase (NA), pneumococcal growth, and biofilm formation, without harming lung 

epithelial cells (Grienke et al. 2016). Sanggenol A and abyssinone-V 4′-methyl ether 

disrupted the synergism between influenza A virus and NA in vitro, hence functioning as 

dual-acting anti-infectives (Grienke et al. 2016). Kuwanon E and kuwanon C showed anti-

inflammatory activity (Zelová et al. 2014). The higher toxicity of kuwanon C in comparison 

to kuwanon E could be caused by the presence of two prenyl moieties in contrast to only one 

geranyl group in kuwanon E, as well as by the positions at which these were attached to the 

flavonoid skeleton (Zelová et al. 2014). 

Figure 1-5. Examples of prenylated flavonoids. 

1.1.3. Prenylated indole alkaloids 

Alkaloids are a group of naturally occurring chemical compounds that mostly contain basic 

nitrogen atoms. Indole alkaloids are a class of alkaloids containing a structural moiety of 

indole. Many indole alkaloids contain isoprene groups and are thus called terpene indole or 

secologanin tryptamine alkaloids, which belong to one of the largest classes of alkaloids. 

Many of them possess significant physiological activity and some of them were used as 

medicine (Li 2010; Tanner 2015). The amino acid tryptophan is the biogenetic precursor of 

indole alkaloids. The indole structure is derived from L-tryptophan and its precursors (Li 

2010; Tanner 2015). 

Prenylated indole alkaloids comprise a large family of biologically active natural products 

produced by plants, fungi, and bacteria (Tanner 2015). These alkaloids generally contain a 

diketopiperazine or a bicyclo[2.2.2]diazaoctane ring as a core structure, and are 

biogenetically derived from tryptophan, a second amino acid, and one or two isoprene units 

(Tanner 2015). The prenyl carbons may reside on the periphery, or may ultimately be 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_product
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_compound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base_(chemistry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nitrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaloids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moiety_(chemistry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isoprene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amino_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tryptophan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biochemical
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embedded within the core of the alkaloid product. Thus, they may serve either to increase the 

lipophilicity of the alkaloids or to provide a carbon skeleton that is integral to the structure 

(Li 2010; Tanner 2015). These natural products attract attention in consequence to their 

strong biological and pharmacological effects (Li 2010; Wallwey and Li 2011). Therefore, 

diverse approaches were used to obtain such compounds, including the isolation from natural 

sources (Chang et al. 2016; Mireku et al. 2016; Tsukamoto et al. 2009a; Tsukamoto et al. 

2009b), chemical synthesis (Mercado-Marin et al. 2016; Robins et al. 2016; Simpkins et al. 

2013; Sunderhaus et al. 2013), and chemoenzymatic synthesis (Ding et al. 2010; Li 2010). 

One part of my thesis deals with enzymes for C2- and C3-prenylation of indole alkaloids. 

Therefore more details on C2-, C3- and other prenylated indole alkaloids are described below. 

1.1.3.1. C2-prenylated indole alkaloids  

Prenylated indole alkaloids in this group carry one prenyl moiety at position C-2 on the 

indole ring (Figure 1-6). For example, deoxybrevianamide E, a C2-reverse prenylated 

brevianamide F, obtained from a marine-derived fungus, Aspergillus sp. (Kato et al. 2007; 

Steyn 1971). Talathermophilin A and talathermophilin B were isolated from a thermophilic 

fungus Talaromyces thermophilus strain. The ratio of the two talathermophilins in the culture 

broths was unexpectedly rather constant, suggesting that talathermophilins might be of 

special function for the extremophilic fungus (Chu et al. 2010). Asterriquinone C-1 (ARQ C1) 

and ARQ analogues from Aspergillus sp. were effective in inhibiting the growth of several 

transplantable animal tumor in vivo (Shimizu et al. 1982a; Shimizu et al. 1982b).  

Figure 1-6. Examples of C2- and C3-prenylated indole alkaloids. 

1.1.3.2. C3-prenylated indole alkaloids  

Most of C3-prenylated indole alkaloids represent a characteristic fused multicyclic ring 

system with the prenyl moiety at the position C-3 on the indole ring (Figure 1-6). Most of 

these compounds are reversely C3-prenylated derivatives of cyclic dipeptides. For example, 

17-epinotoamide Q and 17-epinotoamide M  were isolated from a marine-derived Aspergillus 

sp. (Chen et al. 2013a). Roquefortine C identified from Penicillium strains is a cyclic 
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dipeptide derivative of tryptophan and histidine (O'Brien et al. 2006; Ohmomo et al. 1977). 

The mycotoxin acetylaszonalenin and its non-acetylated form aszonalenin were identified in 

various fungal strains, e.g. N. fischeri (Ellestad et al. 1973; Wakana et al. 2006; Yin et al. 

2009b).Their stereoisomers epi-aszonalenins A and C were isolated from Aspergillus 

novofumigatus (Rank et al. 2006). These four compounds are derived from the amino acids 

tryptophan and anthranilic acid.  

1.1.3.3. Other prenylated indole alkaloids  

Besides positions C-2 and C-3, the prenyl moiety can be connected to positions C-4, C-5, C-6, 

C-7, and N-1 on the indole ring in nature (Figure 1-7). The tremorgenic mycotoxin aflatrem 

was C4-prenylated indole alkaloid from Aspergillus flavus (Cole et al. 1981; Gallagher and 

Wilson 1978), which is a monoprenylated derivative of the indole diterpene. Iso-notoamide B 

was isolated from the marine-derived endophytic fungus Paecilomyces variotii, which is an 

example of C5-prenylation, forming the fused dimethyldihydropyran ring at C-5 and C-6 of 

the indole ring (Zhang et al. 2015). Semicochliodinol B from Chrysosporium merdarium is 

prenylated bisindolylbenzoquinone with prenyl moieties substituted at position C-6 on indole 

ring, which exhibited inhibitory activity against HIV-1 protease (Fredenhagen et al. 1997). 

Penipalines A and B were isolated from the deep-sea-sediment derived fungus Penicillium 

paneum and were identified as C7-prenylated indole alkaloids. Penipaline B showed potent 

cytotoxic activities against A-549 and HCT-116 cell lines (Li et al. 2014). Asterriquinone 

contains one reverse prenyl moiety at the position N-1 on each tryptophanyl moiety, which 

showed inhibitory activity against tumour cells (Yamamoto et al. 1976a; Yamamoto et al. 

1976b). 

Figure 1-7. Examples of C-4, C-5, C-6, C-7, and N-1 prenylated indole alkaloids. 

1.2. Biosynthetic pathways of prenylated acylphloroglucinols, 

prenylated flavonids, and fumitremorgins 

1.2.1. Biosynthetic pathway of prenylated acylphloroglucinols  
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Early labelling experiments provided evidence for a polyketide-type biosynthesis for 

monocyclic polyprenylated acylphloroglucinols (MPAPs) (bitter acids) that involves one 

acyl-CoA and three malonyl-CoA units (Scheme 1-1) (Okada et al. 2004; Paniego et al. 1999). 

The acylphloroglucinol cores, phlorisovalerophenone (PIVP) and phlorisobutyrophenone 

(PIBP), were formed by condensation of three malonyl-CoA-derived acetate units with 

isovaleryl-CoA or isobutyryl-CoA as the starter units (Okada et al. 2004; Paniego et al. 1999). 

The enzyme valerophenone synthase (VPS), which was involved in the formation of PIVP in 

the biosynthesis of humulone, had been characterized (Scheme 1-1) (Okada and Ito 2001; 

Zhao et al. 2016). Recently, dual functional CHS (chalcone synthase)/VPS had also been 

reported. A CHS, FvCHS2-1 from strawberry was identified to be responsible for 

acylphloroglucinol synthesis in strawberry fruit (Song et al. 2016a). Several plants from the 

families Clusiaceae and Hypericaceae also used benzoyl-CoA as start unit and produced 

phlorbenzophenone and derivatives thereof, such as grandone (Hu and Sim 2000; Tian et al. 

2014; Wu et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2014). The prenylation or geranylation of this compound 

occured through an enzyme-catalyzed addition of dimethylallyl or geranyl pyrophosphate to 

the phloroglucinol moiety. Li et al. identified two membrane-bound prenyltransferases 

HIPT1L and HIPT2 from H. lupulus in 2015. Co-expression of different genes in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae revealed that HIPT1L and HIPT2 catalyzed three sequential 

prenylations in the -bitter acid biosynthetic pathway (Scheme 1-1). HIPT1L was confirmed 

to be an orthologue of HIPT1 (Tsurumaru et al. 2012). HIPT2 was only active, when it was 

co-expressed with HIPT1L. This led to the hypothesis that HIPT1L and HIPT2 formed a 

metabolon as the catalytic unit (Li et al. 2015a). 

Scheme 1-1. The proposed biosynthetic pathway for MPAPs 

PPAPs are biosynthetically derived from the less complex MPAPs. The hypothesized 

biosynthetic pathway of PPAPs is shown in Scheme 1-2 (Adam et al. 2002; Ciochina and 
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Grossman 2006; Cuesta-Rubio et al. 2001). MPAPs were cyclized to both type A and type B 

PPAPs via a precursor. Attack of one of the geminal prenyl groups of a MPAP on prenyl 

pyrophosphate gave the tertiary carbocation. Attack of C-1 of intermediated I on the pendant 

carbocation (or the corresponding pyrophosphate) would provide a type A PPAP, whereas 

attack of C-5 would provide a type B PPAP. The most likely scheme for the biosynthesis of 

the type C PPAPs, in contrast, would require that the initial MPAP have its quaternary center 

bear the acyl group (Adam et al. 2002; Ciochina and Grossman 2006; Cuesta-Rubio et al. 

2001).  

Scheme 1-2. The proposed biosynthetic pathway for PPAPs 

1.2.2. Biosynthetic pathway of prenylated flavonoids 

Flavonoids are derived from a chalcone precursor, the product of the condensation of  

cinnamoyl-CoA or 4-coumaroyl CoA (a product of the central phenylpropanoid pathway) and 

three molecules of malonyl-CoA by the enzyme chalcone synthase (CHS) (Scheme 1-3) 

(Dixon and Steele 1999; Koes et al. 1994; Nguyen et al. 2013; Pandey et al. 2016; Song et al. 

2016b). The reactions to anthocyanins were catalyzed by chalcone isomerase (CHI), 

flavanone 3-hydroxylase (FHT), dihydroflavonol 4-reductase (DFR), anthocyanidin synthase 

(ANS) and flavonoid 3-O-glucosyltransferase (FGT). Most of the post modifications of 

flavonoids were carried out by enzymes such as glycosyltransferases (GTs), O-

methyltransferases (OMTs), cytochrome P450s (CYP), and prenyltransferases (PTs), which 

modified flavonoid and isoflavonoid skeletons (Pandey et al. 2016; Sasaki et al. 2008; Shen 

et al. 2012; Yazaki et al. 2009).  
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Scheme 1-3. The proposed biosynthetic pathway for prenylated flavonoids 

PAL, phenylalanine ammonia-lyase; C4H, cinnamate 4-hydroxy; 4CL, 4-coumaroyl-

coenzyme A ligase; CHS, chalcone synthase; CHI, chalcone flavanone isomerase; F3H, 

flavanone 3-hydroxylase; DFR, dihydroflavonol 4-reductase; FLS, flavonol synthase; IFS, 

isoflavonoid synthase; AS, anthocyanin synthase; UF3GT, UDP-glucose: flavonoid 3-O-

glucosyltransferase; SdN8DT-1, naringenin 8-dimethylallyltransferase 1; SfG6DT, genistein 

6-dimethylallyltransferase; LaPT1, plastid-localized 5-hydroxyisoflavone prenyltransferase. 

1.2.3. Biosynthetic pathway of fumitremorgins 

The gene clusters for the biosynthesis of fumitremorgin-type indole alkaloids were identified 

in A. fumigatus and N. fischeri (Grundmann and Li 2005; Li 2011; Steffan et al. 2009). The 

biosynthesis of these compounds started with the formation of brevianamide F from L-

tryptophan and L-proline by the nonribosomal peptide synthetase (NRPS) FtmPS, followed 

by a prenylation reaction catalyzed by FtmPT1 to produce tryprostatin B (Scheme 1-4)  

(Grundmann and Li 2005; Maiya et al. 2006). The cytochrome P450 enzyme FtmP450-1 and 

the putative methyltransferase FtmMT catalyzed the addition of small functional groups, i.e. 

hydroxyl and methyl groups, resulting in the formation of tryprostatin A (Kato et al. 2009). 

The second cytochrome P450 enzyme FtmP450-2 was responsible for cyclization of 

tryprostatin A, and the hydroxylation was catalyzed by the third cytochrome P450 enzyme 

FtmP450-3 consequently for the production of 12,13-dihydroxyfumitremorgin C (Kato et al. 

2009; Tang et al. 2017). The identification of three cytochrome P450 genes was carried out 

by gene disruption (Kato et al. 2009). The second prenyltransferase FtmPT2 was proven to 

catalyze the conversion of 12,13 dihydroxyfumitremorgin C to fumitremorgin B (Grundmann 

et al. 2008). The non-heme Fe(II) α-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase FtmOx1 catalyzed 

the formation of verruculogen from fumitremorgin B (Steffan et al. 2009). The final step of 

this biosynthetic pathway was the O-prenylation of verruculogen to fumitremorgin A by 

FtmPT3 in N. fischeri (Mundt et al. 2012). 
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Scheme 1-4. The proposed biosynthetic pathway for fumitremorgins 

1.3. Prenyltransferases 

Prenyltransferases (PTs) attach isoprenoid moieties derived from allylic isoprenyl 

diphosphates to acceptor molecules. The prenyl diphosphates originate from the terpenoid 

biosynthetic pathway and therefore consist of n × C5 units, e.g. dimethylallyl diphosphate 

(DMAPP; n=1), geranyl diphosphate (GPP; n=2), farnesyl diphosphate (FPP; n=3) or 

geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGPP; n=4) (Figure 1-1, B) (Heide 2009a; Winkelblech et al. 

2015a). These enzymes catalyze the cleavage of a prenyl moiety from its diphosphate and the 

subsequent transfer of the resulting isoprene carbocation onto other isoprenoid moieties, 

amino acids or aromatic and a few non-aromatic structures. According to their sequences, 

structures, biochemical properties, and functions, PTs can be classified into different 

subgroups, like trans- and cis -PTs, peptide, protein, and tRNA PTs and aromatic PTs (Heide 

2009a; Winkelblech et al. 2015a). The aromatic PTs will be described in this thesis in details. 

Aromatic prenyltransferases catalyze the transfer reactions of prenyl moieties onto aromatic 

acceptors, such as indole derivatives, flavonoids, naphthalenes, phenolic acids, coumarins, 

phenazines, or phenols. Aromatic prenylations are important steps in the biosynthesis of 

natural products in both primary and secondary metabolism. Particularly, the latter leads to a 

diversity of chemical structures in plants, fungi, and bacteria (Botta et al. 2005a; Heide 2009a; 

Winkelblech et al. 2015a). The acceptance of aromatic compounds by these enzymes is one 

explicit feature to divide the diverse prenyltransferases into distinct enzyme groups. 

Furthermore, discrimination characteristics are their native organisms and if the proteins are 

soluble in the cytosol or membrane bound. Dependency on divalent metal ions is an 

additional criterion. Moreover, aromatic prenyltransferases may present certain amino acid 

motifs or exhibit distinct tertiary structures (Botta et al. 2005a; Heide 2009a; Winkelblech et 

al. 2015a). There are several possibilities to categorize prenyltransferases based on the 
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described properties. Prenyltransferases comprises the membrance-bound prenyltransferases, 

including UbiA superfamily and aromatic prenyltransferases of plant secondary metabolism; 

soluble prenyltransferases, including the CloQ/NphB group and the DMATS superfamily 

(Heide 2009a; Winkelblech et al. 2015a). These groups or super families are described in the 

following paragraphs. 

1.3.1. Membrance-bound prenyltransferases for aromatic substrates 

Membrane-bound prenyltransferases play an important role in diversifying secondary 

metabolites. These enzymes are responsible for synthesizing potentially active molecules 

(Yazaki et al. 2009). The best-studied prenyltransferase is 4-hydroxybenzoate (4HB) 

polyprenyltransferase, which is responsible for an essential step in the biosynthesis of 

ubiquinones. Ubiquinone (also known as coenzyme Q) is a ubiquitous lipid soluble redox 

cofactor that is an essential component of electron transfer chains dependent on the 

predominant isoprenoid chain length of ubiquinones in the respective organism (Heide 

2009a). The 4HB polyprenyltransferases usually showed a broad substrate specificity for the 

isoprenoid substrate, accepting short chain isoprenoids like FPP and GPP, but not DMAPP 

and cis-prenyl diphosphates (Saleh et al. 2009b). UbiA transfered prenyl moieties of different 

size (usually 30–50 carbons) to position 3 of 4HB (Figure 1-8, A). The UbiA homologue 

UBIAD1 was discovered in human cells and was involved in the vitamin K biosynthesis, 

which is important for maintaining vascular homeostasis (Hegarty et al. 2013; Nakagawa et al. 

2010). The crystal structures of an archaeal UbiA in its apo and substrate-bound states were 

reported, which gave detailed information about the reaction mechanism of this type of 

prenyltransferases (Cheng and Li 2014). Flavin prenyltransferase UbiX linked a dimethylallyl 

moiety to the flavin N5 and C6 atoms and added a fourth non-aromatic ring to the flavin 

isoalloxazine group (Figure1-8, A) (Aussel et al. 2014; White et al. 2015). All 

prenyltransferases of lipoquinone biosynthesis comprise an aspartate-rich motif (e.g. 

NDxxDxxxD). Most of their activity is absolutely dependent on the presence of Mg2+ or 

similar cations like Mn2+, Co2+, or Ni2+. However, UbiX is metal-independent and requires 

dimethylallyl monophosphate as substrate (Aussel et al. 2014; White et al. 2015).  

Figure 1-8. Examples of membrance-bound prenyltransferases reactions. 
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Umbelliferone dimethylallyltransferase (UDT) is a prenyltransferase that is specific for the 

first reaction step in the furanocoumarin (FC) biosynthetic pathway (Figure 1-8, B). This 

enzyme plays a critical role in FC structural diversification because its regiospecificity 

determines the final form of the isomer, that is, dimethylallylation at the C-6 or C-8 position 

leading to linear or angular FCs, respectively (Dhillon and Brown 1976; Ellis and Brown 

1974; Hamerski et al. 1990). Two new UDT enzymes, prenyltransferase PsPT1 and PsPT2, 

were discovered and characterized as two membrane-bound prenyltransferases that 

synthesized demethylsuberosin (linear FC intermediate) and osthenol (angular FC 

intermediate), respectively, in parsnip (Munakata et al. 2016). 

In prenylflavonoid and prenylisoflavonoid biosynthesis, prenylation is also carried out by 

membrane-bound prenyltransferases (Sasaki et al. 2011; Yazaki et al. 2009). SfN8DT-1, the 

first identified flavonoid-specific prenyltransferase, was shown to be responsible for the 

prenylation of a very few select flavanones at C-8 (Scheme 1-3) (Sasaki et al. 2008). G4DT 

was found to act specifically on a pterocarpan substrate glycinol (Akashi et al. 2009). SfFPT 

displayed high catalytic efficiency with high regiospecificity acting on C-8 of structurally 

different types of flavonoids and exhibited strict stereospecificity for levorotatory flavanones 

to produce (2S)-prenylflavanones (Chen et al. 2013b). SfG6DT was found to specifically 

prenylate the isoflavone genistein at C-6 (Scheme 1-3) (Sasaki et al. 2011). The chalcone-

specific prenyltransferase SfiLDT was shown to prenylate isoliquiritigenin (Sasaki et al. 

2011). LaPT1 catalyzed the prenylation of the B-ring of isoflavones, such as genistein 

(Scheme 1-3) and 2´-hydroxygenistein (Sasaki et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2012; Yazaki et al. 

2009). Recently, two isoliquiritigenin 3-dimethylallyltransferases MaIDT and CtIDT had 

been identified in Morus alba and Cudrania tricuspidata, respectively (Wang et al. 2014).  

The overproduction of the membrane-bound prenyltransferase HIPT-1 from H. lupulus and 

its biochemical characterization were reported (Scheme 1-1) (Tsurumaru et al. 2012). This 

enzyme catalyzed the prenylation of PIVP in the presence of DMAPP and also accepted PIBP 

as prenylation acceptor. Two membrane-bound prenyltransferases HIPT1L and HIPT2 from 

H. lupulus were identified (Li et al. 2015a). HIPT1L and HIPT2 catalyzed three sequential 

prenylation steps in the -bitter acid pathway. HIPT1L was confirmed to be an orthologue of 

HIPT1 identified by Tsurumaru et al. 

1.3.2. Soluble prenyltransferases for aromatic substrates 
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1.3.2.1. Prenyltransferases of the CloQ/NphB group 

The enzyme CloQ from Streptomyces roseochromogenes catalyzed the prenylation of 4-

hydroxyphenylpyruvic acid in the clorobiocin biosynthesis (Figure 1-9) (Pojer et al. 2003). 

On the basis of sequence similarity with CloQ, NphB (initially termed Orf2) from the 

biosynthetic gene cluster of the meroterpenoid (prenylated polyoetide) naphterpin in a 

Steptomyces strain was identified as an aromatic prenyltransferase (Kuzuyama et al. 2005). 

Orf2 catalyzed the prenylation of 1,6-DHN (1,6-dihydroxynaphthalene) to produce two 

prenylated products, 1,6-DHN-P1 and 1,6-DHN-P2 in the presence of GPP (Figure 1-9) 

(Kuzuyama et al. 2005). SCO7190, an NphB homologue found in Streptomyces coelicolor, 

catalyzed the attachment of DMAPP onto 1,6-DHN (Kumano et al. 2008). Both EpzP and 

PpzP from Streptomyces sp. catalyzed the C-prenylation of 5,10-dihydrophenazine-1-

carboxylic acid (Figure 1-9) (Saleh et al. 2009a; Seeger et al. 2011; Zocher et al. 2012). 

These enzymes are restricted to the transfer of C5 or C10 isoprene units. DzmP, the first 

farnesyl diphosphate prenyltransferase of the CloQ/NphB group, had been characterized from 

the bacterium Micromonospora sp. and was involved in the biosynthesis of diazepinomicin 

(Bonitz et al. 2013). In contrast to the membrane bound enzymes of the UbiA superfamily, 

this group comprised soluble enzymes found in bacteria and fungi (Heide 2009b). All 

enzymes of this group did not depend on divalent metal ions (Kuzuyama et al. 2005; Tello et 

al. 2008). Recent computational studies further elucidated and strengthened the metal ion 

independent prenylation mechanism of these enzymes (Bayse and Merz 2014). No aspartate 

rich (N/D)DxxD motif was present in these enzymes and with the exception of NphB 

(Kuzuyama et al. 2005; Tello et al. 2008). Crystallization of NphB revealed a new tertiary 

structure with an α-β-β-α (ABBA) barrel fold. This protein structure is also termed 

prenyltransferase (PT) barrel, which allows another classification into the ABBA 

prenyltransferase family (Kuzuyama et al. 2005; Tello et al. 2008).  

Figure 1-9. Examples of CloQ/NphB group prenyltransferases reactions. 

1.3.2.2. Ezymes of the DMATS superfamily 

Bacterial prenyltransferases of the LtxC group  
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Members of the LtxC group prenylate indole-containing substrates. These enzymes carry no 

aspartate rich motif and are divalent metal ion independent (Edwards and Gerwick 2004). 

They are predominantly expressed in bacterial hosts. Due to their common features and 

relatively high sequence similarity with fungal DMAT synthases, this group of 

prenyltransferases could likely be integrated into the DMATS superfamily. LtxC from 

Lyngbya majuscula was a member of the lyngbyatoxin A−C biosynthetic pathway and 

geranylated the precursor (−)-indolactam V at position C-7 to lyngbyatoxin A (Edwards and 

Gerwick 2004). TleC, a LtxC homologous prenyltransferase, and MpnD catalyzed the 

‘reverse’ prenylation of (-)-indolactam V at the C-7 position of the indole ring with geranyl 

pyrophosphate or dimethylallyl pyrophosphate to produce lyngbyatoxin or pendolmycin, 

respectively (Awakawa et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2012; Takahashi et al. 2010). Recent studies on 

TleC and MpnD revealed a high flexibility toward prenyl donors with different chain length 

(C5–C25) (Mori et al. 2016). In the actinobacterium Salinispora sp., the reverse L-tryptophan 

N-prenyltransferase, CymD was involved in the biosynthesis of the anti-inflammatory and 

anti-bacterial cyclic peptides cyclomarin and cyclomarazine, respectively (Schultz et al. 2008; 

Schultz et al. 2010). ComX pheromone was produced by Bacillus subtilis and related bacilli 

(Magnuson et al. 1994). The tryptophan residue of ComX pheromone was modified by 

ComQ with either a geranyl or a farnesyl group in the formationat the C-3 position of 

tryptophan residue, resulting in the formation of a tricyclic structure, including a newly 

formed pyrrolidine ring. KgpF modified the tryptophan derivative with a dimethylallyl group 

at the 3 position of its indole ring, resulting in the  formation of a tricyclic structure with the 

same scaffold as ComX pheromones (Okada et al. 2005; Okada et al. 2007; Okada et al. 

2016). FamD1 and FamD2, from the cyanobacterium Fischerella ambigua, played critical 

roles in fusing indole isonitrile with GPP to generate tri- or tetracyclic hapalindoles and 

prenylating tetracyclic hapalindoles with dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) to form the 

ambiguines (Li et al. 2015b). Two additional 6-DMAT synthases, namely 6-DMATSsa and 6-

DMATSsv, were identified from Streptomyces spp. L-Tryptophan and derivatives were well 

accepted by both enzymes in the presence of DMAPP or GPP (Winkelblech and Li 2014).  

Fungal prenyltransferases 

Prenyltransferases of the dimethylallyltryptophan synthase (DMATS) superfamily are found 

predominantly in fungi of the genera of Aspergillus, Penicillium, and Claviceps (Williams et 

al. 2000). The enzymes are soluble proteins and carry no aspartate rich motifs. They catalyze 
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mainly the formation of prenylated indole derivatives and no divalent metal ions are required 

for the catalytic reaction (Winkelblech et al. 2015a; Yu and Li 2012). Most of these enzymes 

show broad substrate promiscuity while retaining a strong specificity regarding the 

prenylation position. The 4-DMATS (the first DMATS) was obtained from Claviceps sp. in 

1992. It catalyzed the C4-prenylation of L-tryptophan and was involved in the 

biosynthesis of ergot alkaloids (Gebler and Poulter 2009). Later the corresponding gene 

dmaW was isolated, its amino acid sequence was elucidated and the prenyl transfer reaction 

was proved in yeast transformants, 4-DMATS is also termed DmaW (Tsai et al. 1995). 

Prenyltransferases that transfer the isoprene residue selectively to one of the carbon atoms 

(C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5, C-6, C-7) or the nitrogen atom (N-1) of the indole ring, in regular or 

reverse orientation, have been reported in recent years (Table 1-1) (Li 2010; Yu and Li 2012). 

AstPT and TdiB as well as ArdB accepted a bisindolyl benzoquinone and a cyclic tripeptide 

as substrates, respectively (Haynes et al. 2013; Schneider et al. 2008; Tarcz et al. 2014a). 

XptB combined xanthones with a DMA residue (Pockrandt et al. 2012). VrtC is the first 

DMATS, which utilized GPP instead of DMAPP and moreover transfered the prenyl moiety 

onto a tetracyclic ring system (Chooi et al. 2010). In addition, NscD catalyzed the addition of 

the dimethylallyl group to the aromatic C-5 of viridicatumtoxin (Chooi et al. 2012; Chooi et 

al. 2013). Beside the numerous indole prenyltransferases, several prenyltransferases used 

non-indole substrates e.g. the tyrosine O-prenyltransferase SirD from Leptosphaeria 

maculans and TyrPT from Aspergillus niger (Table 1-1) (Fan et al. 2014; Kremer and Li 

2010). One example for a prenyltransferase from DMATS superfamily, PAPT from 

Phomopsis amygdali used a non-aromatic derivative for O-prenylation in the glucose moiety 

(Noike et al. 2012). Two aromatic prenyltransferases (PenI and PenG) played an iterative 

prenylation mechanism for installing the 10-carbon unit present in the gene cluster of 

penigequinolones from Penicillium thymicola (Zou et al. 2015). FoPT1, a highly 

regiospecificity prenyltransferase, catalyzed the prenylation of flavonoids to produce only 

C6-prenylated flvonoids (Yang et al. 2016). Recently, a soluble prenyltransferase AtaPT from 

A. terreus strain was demonstrated to carry an unprecedented promiscuity toward 72 drug-

like acceptors and prenyl donors including DMAPP, GPP, and FPP (Chen et al. 2017).  
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Table 1-1. PTs of the DMATS superfamily used in this thesis 

Prenyltransferases Organism Prenylated substrate, position and pattern 

Cyclic 

dipeptide 

prenyltrans

ferases 

AnaPT 

(Yin et al. 2009b) 
N. fischeri 

cyclo-D-Trp-Ant, 

C-3, reverse 

 
 

AtaPT 

(Chen et al. 2017) 
A. terreus drug-like aromatic 

acceptors 

mono-, di-, and/or tri-

prenylated products 

FtmPT1 

(Grundmann and 

Li 2005) 

A. fumigatus 
cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro,  

C-2, regular 

  

CdpC2PT 

(Mundt and Li 

2013) 

N.fischeri cyclo-D-Trp-Ant, 

C-2, reverse 
 

CdpC3PT 

(Yin et al. 2010b) 
N. fischeri cyclo-L-Trp-L-Leu, 

C-3, reverse 
 

CdpNPT 

(Yin et al. 2007) 
A. fumigatus cyclo-L-Trp-L-Tyr, 

N-1, regular 

 

BrePT 

(Yin et al. 2013) 
A. versicolor cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro, 

C-2, reverse 
 

CTrpPT 

(Zou et al. 2010) 
A. oryzae cyclo-L-Trp-L-Trp, 

C-7, regular 
 

Tryptophan 

prenyltrans

ferases 

 

7-DMATS 

(Kremer et al. 

2007) 

A. fumigatus L-Trp C-7, regular 

6-DMATSSa 

(Winkelblech and 

Li 2014) 

Streptomyces 

ambofaciens 
L-Trp C-6, regular 

5-DMATS 

(Yu et al. 2012b) 

Aspergillus 

clavatus 
L-Trp C-5, regular 

FgaPT2 

(Unsöld and Li 

2005) 

A. fumigatus L-Trp C-4, regular 

Tyrosine 

prenyltrans

ferases 

 

SirD 

(Zou et al. 2011) 
L. maculans. L-Tyr O-regular 

TyrPT 

(Fan et al. 2014) 

Aspergillus 

niger 
L-Tyr O-regular 
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1.4. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated aromatic 

compounds 

Prenylation improves the affinity of a compound to biomembranes and the interaction of the 

substance with proteins, leading to dramatically increased biological activities (Botta et al. 

2005b). Therefore, it is attractive for scientists to use prenyltransferases as strategies for 

regioselective chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated derivatives. Aromatic 

prenyltransferases, especially the soluble indole prenyltransferases of the DMATS 

superfamily, show promising flexibility towards their aromatic substrates and catalyze highly 

regioselective and stereoselective prenyltransfer reactions. These features provide evidence 

for the potential of aromatic prenyltransferases as biocatalysts for chemoenzymatic synthesis. 

Many series of prenylated derivatives have been successfully synthesized by these enzymes. 

Details are described below. 

1.4.1. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated indole alkaloids and other 

prenylated derivatives 

The fungal L-tryptophan prenyltransferases FgaPT2, 5-DMATS, and 7-DMATS catalyzed the 

regiospecific regular C4-, C5-, and C7-prenylation of several simple indole derivatives in the 

presence of DMAPP, respectively (Kremer and Li 2008; Steffan et al. 2007; Yu et al. 2012a). 

The bacterial prenyltransferases IptA and its homologues 6-DMATSsa and 6-DMATSsv 

catalyzed the formation of several C6-prenylated indole derivatives. The latter two enzymes 

also utilized GPP as prenyl donor (Takahashi et al. 2010; Winkelblech and Li 2014). 

Furthermore, the significantly modified indole derivatives DMA-indoleacetonitriles and 

DMA-indolocarbazoles were obtained in vitro using purified recombinant bacterial and 

fungal prenyltransferases, respectively (Ozaki et al. 2013; Yu et al. 2012a). Cyclic dipeptide 

prenyltransferases in turn can be used as biocatalyst for the formation of different prenylated 

dipeptides. FtmPT1 catalyzed the prenylations of  tryptophan-containing cyclic dipeptides to 

produce not only C2-, but also C3-regulars prenylated products (Wollinsky et al. 2012). 

Recent investigations have also shown that FtmPT1 was able to prenylate a non-aromatic 

carbon atom using the indole derivative indolylbutenone (Chen et al. 2012). Investigation on 

AnaPT, CdpNPT, and CdpC3PT revealed that these enzymes produced stereospecific C3-

prenylated cyclic dipeptides (Yin et al. 2009a; Yu et al. 2013). An unnatural cyclic dipeptide, 

cyclo-L-homotryptophan-D-valine, were accepted by eight prenyltransferases, including five 
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cyclic dipeptide prenyltransferases, BrePT, FtmPT1, CdpC3PT, CdpNPT, and AnaPT as well 

as three tryptophan prenyltransferases, FgaPT2, 5-DMATS, and 7-DMATS, forming one 

prenyl moiety at each position of the indole nucleus and one diprenylated derivatives (Fan 

and Li 2013). Tryptophan prenyltransferases could also use tripeptide derivatives, ardeemin 

fumiquinazoline (FQ), as prenylation substrates, which provided a possibility for the 

synthesis of prenylated analogues of ardeemin FQ (Mai et al. 2016). 

Not only compounds containing an indole moiety, but also other aromatic compounds could 

be used as substrates. L-Tyrosine and derivatives could be prenylated by the L-tyrosine 

prenyltransferases SirD (Rudolf and Poulter 2013) and TyrPT (Fan et al. 2014). Recent 

studies on the xanthone prenyltransferase XptB and the benzoquinone prenyltransferase 

AstPT broaden the availability of O-prenylated, O-geranylated, and O-farnesylated xanthones 

(Pockrandt et al. 2012; Tarcz et al. 2014b). C- as well as O-, mono- and di-prenylated 

hydroxynaphthalenes were also formed using the L-tryptophan prenyltransferases or cyclic 

dipeptide prenyltransferases (Winkelblech and Li 2014; Yu et al. 2011). Dimethylallyl and 

geranyl moieties have been attached to different flavonoid substrates, in the presence of 

diverse prenyltransferases, such as 7-DMATS, NphB, NovQ, and FoPT1 (Kumano et al. 

2008; Ozaki et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2016; Yu and Li 2011). LynF was able to prenylate 

several other nonnatural substrates, including N-acetyl- and N-boc-modified D- or L-Tyr, as 

well as several other linear and cyclic polypeptides (McIntosh et al. 2011). The regiospecific 

2-prenylation of a variety of structurally diverse hydroxyxanthones was catalyzed by MaIDT, 

which is a plant flavonoid prenyltransferase with substrate flexibility from Morus alba (Wang 

et al. 2016). 

1.4.2. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of aromatic substrates by altering the 

prenyl donors  

In the last years, the potential usage of DMATS enzymes as biocatalysts was expanded 

significantly by their acceptance of different prenyl donors. In addition to their remarkable 

high flexibility toward aromatic substrates, recent studies manifested that several members of 

this family accept not only DMAPP, but also other alkyl donors, such as GPP and FPP. 

Meanwhile, it was demonstrated that the unnatural DMAPP analogous like monomethylallyl 

(MAPP), 2-pentenyl (2-pentenyl-PP), and benzyl diphosphate (benzyl-PP) could also be used 

for alkylation or benzylation of tryptophan and tryptophan-containing cyclic dipeptides by a 
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number of DMATS enzymes (Liebhold et al. 2012; Liebhold et al. 2013; Liebhold and Li 

2013; Winkelblech et al. 2015b; Yu et al. 2015a). 

1.4.3. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of aromatic substrates with enzymes from 

saturation mutagenesis experiments 

Enzymes have been successfully improved for many years by mutation and selection. Many 

improvements have been made to this technology. Existing approaches to improve single 

proteins or parts thereof include modelling based point mutagenesis, cassette library 

mutagenesis, and random point mutagenesis, mutator strains, and UV or chemical 

mutagenesis, which introduce (partially) random mutations either into a selected small region 

of a gene or throughout a gene (Powell et al. 2001). As refer to PTs, crystal structures of 

DMATS enzymes provide not only detailed insights into the reaction mechanism of the 

prenyl transfer reactions, but also basic information for protein engineering to create new 

biocatalysts with desirable features (Jost et al. 2010). Due to the difficulty of high throughput 

screening (HTS) for PT mutants, rational design based on the available crystal structure is 

more efficient and preferred. In the last years, structures of several DMATSs including 

FgaPT2 (Metzger et al. 2009), FtmPT1 (Jost et al. 2010), CdpNPT (Schuller et al. 2012), 

AnaPT (Yu et al. 2013), and AtaPT (Chen et al. 2017) were determined and used as basis for 

understanding the catalytic mechanism and for creation of new biocatalysts. Comparing these 

structures revealed that these enzymes share similar folds consisting of five repeating “αββα” 

(ABBA) barrel fold. Their active sites are located in the center of the barrel. The amino acid 

residues in the DMAPP binding sites seem to be fairly conserved, while the binding sites of 

the aromatic substrates differ from each other. FtmPT1 catalyzed the prenylation of 

brevianamide F in the biosynthesis of fumitremorgin-type alkaloids which showed diverse 

pharmacological activities and are promising candidates for the development of antitumor 

agents (Grundmann and Li 2005) (Figures 1-10). The overall three-dimensional structure of 

FtmPT1 was formed by a central core of 10 antiparallel -strands that are surrounded by a 

ring of 10 partially solvent exposed -helices. FtmPT1 exists as a dimer in solution and also 

forms dimers in the crystal (Figure 1-11, A). Based on the structure of FtmPT1, a modifiable 

reaction chamber was identified and a mutant FtmPT1_G115T was obtained. The mutant still 

accepted brevianamide F as substrate, but catalyzed mainly a reversely syn-cis C3 prenylation 

instead of the regularly C2-prenylation (Jost et al. 2010) (Figures 1-10 and 1-11, B).  
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Figure 1-10. Reactions catalyzed by FtmPT1 and its Gly115 mutant 

 

 

 

Figure 1-11. Crystal structure of brevianamide F prenyltransferase complexed with 

brevianamide F and dimethylallyl S-thiolodiphosphate (A) and cross section of the active site 

of FtmPT1 with the bound substrates, brevianamide F (violet), around DMSPP (orange), and 

G115 is indicated as a violet sphere (B) (adopted from Jost et al., 2010). 

Structure-based engineering of EpzP resulted in a novel phenazine PT with conformational 

changes at C-termini and increased its catalytic turnover rate (Zocher et al. 2012). FgaPT2 

from A. fumigatus catalyzed C4-prenylation of L-tryptophan (Unsöld and Li 2005). With high 

protein amount, FgaPT2 was able to catalyze the C4-prenylation of five tryptophan-

containing cyclic dipeptides (Steffan et al. 2007) and C3-prenylation of tyrosine (Fan et al. 

2015b). Lys174 was proposed to abstract one proton from the intermediate cation and to 

rearomatization for end products (Metzger et al. 2009). Saturation mutagenesis on Lys174 led 

to creation of 17 mutants, and FgaPT2_K174F exhibited much higher catalytic efficiency 

towards L-tyrosine than FgaPT2, while its activity towards L-tryptophan was almost 

abolished (Fan et al. 2015b). Arg244 was proposed to bind the hydroxylate group of 

tryptophan (Metzger et al. 2009). Site-directed mutagenesis on Arg244 led to identification of 

13 mutants, which display differentially increased enzyme activities for tryptophan-

containing cyclic dipeptides, with up to 76-fold turnover number of that of FgaPT2 (Fan and 

Li 2016).    
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2. Aims of this thesis 

The following issues have been addressed in this thesis: 

2.1. Biochemical investigations on the acceptance of 

acylphloroglucinols in the presence of DMAPP, GPP, and FPP 

catalyzed by fungal prenyltransferases 

Different approaches and agents were developed for synthesis of the prenylated APs. 

Chemical prenylation usually has some limitations, such as different reactivities of C-atoms 

on APs, difficulty to construct quaternary centers, and extensive oxygen functionality. In 

contrast, prenylation catalyzed by enzymes, i.e., prenyltransferases, provides a more 

environment-friendly and safer alternative. Three membrane-bound prenyltransferases HIPT-

1, HIPT1L, and HIPT2 from H. lupulus were demonstrated to catalyze the prenylations in the 

-bitter acid pathway. However, most membrane-bound proteins were difficult to 

overproduce and purify than soluble enzymes. These features prohibit their potential use as 

biocatalysts for chemoenzymatic synthesis for production of prenylated APs. Therefore, there 

is a need to find alternative enzymes with better properties. The aim of this project was to test 

the acceptance of APs by fungal prenyltransferases, which are soluble proteins and can be 

readily overproduced in E. coli with significantly higher yields. The following experiments 

were carried out: 

 Overproduction and purification of the tryptophan-containing cyclic dipeptide, 

tryptophan, and tyrosine prenyltransferases.  

 Analysis of enzymatic conversion of APs and analogues in the presence of different 

prenyl donors (DMAPP, GPP, and FPP) by HPLC.  

 Isolation of enzymatic products for structure elucidation by LC-MS and NMR. 

 Determination of kinetic parameters of identified reactions. 

2.2. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated flavonoids by fungal 

prenyltransferases  

Fungal prenyltransferases of the DMATS superfamily show no sequence similarity to known 

aromatic prenyltransferases of the CloQ/NphB group and the UbiA superfamily. However, 

recent studies indicated that prenyltransferases of the DMATS superfamily share structure 
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similarity with those of the CloQ/NphB group. In a previous study, it was demonstrated that 

the recombinant indole prenyltransferase 7-DMATS accepted several flavonoids and mainly 

catalyzed prenylations at C-6. These results encouraged us to find more prenyltransferases 

with different substrate specificities and prenylation positions on the flavonoid skeleton. The 

following experiments were carried out: 

 Enzyme assays of flavonoids with fungal prenyltransferases.  

 Analysis and isolation of enzyme products by HPLC, and structure elucidation by 

NMR and MS analyses. 

 Determination of kinetic parameters for selected substrates. 

2.3. Creation of FtmPT1 mutants with strongly increased activity 

for production of C3-prenylated cyclo-Trp-Pro stereoisomers by 

saturation mutagenesis 

The fungal indole prenyltransferase FtmPT1 catalyzed prenylation of cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro 

(brevianamide F) at position C-2 of the indole nucleus to produce a regular product 

tryprostatin B in the presence of DMAPP, and it was involved in the biosynthesis of 

fumitremorgins. Analysis of the substrate-bound structure of FtmPT1 revealed that several 

amino acid residues including Gly115 and Tyr205 were involved in the binding of 

brevianamide F. Mutation of Gly115 in FtmPT1 redirected the prenylation of brevianamide F 

from regular C2- to reverse C3-prenylation. Brevianamide F formed a hydrogen bond via its 

carbonyl oxygen in the diketopiperazine moiety with the hydroxyl group of Tyr205 near the 

center of the PT barrel (Jost et al. 2010) (Figure 1-11). We proposed that the location and 

orientation of brevianamide F in the reaction chamber can be influenced by replacement of 

Tyr205 with other amino acids, which could result in the formation of mutants with different 

enzyme activities. The following experiments were carried out: 

 Molecular modeling-guided site-directed mutagenesis experiments. 

 Enzyme assays of FtmPT1 and mutants with four cyclo-Trp-Pro stereoisomers. 

 Comparison of enzyme activities and structure elucidation by LC-MS and NMR. 

 Determination of kinetic parameters for selected substrates. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Biochemical investigations on the acceptance of 

acylphloroglucinols in the presence of DMAPP, GPP, and FPP 

catalyzed by fungal prenyltransferases 

Up to now, three membrane-bound prenyltransferases HIPT-1, HIPT1L, and HIPT2 from H. 

lupulus were reported to elaborate skeletons of APs (Li et al. 2015a; Tsurumaru et al. 2012). 

HIPT-1 catalyzed the prenylation of phlorisobutyrophenone (1) and phlorisovalerophenone (2) 

in the presence of DMAPP. Co-expression of different genes revealed that HIPT1L and 

HIPT2 catalyzed three sequential prenylation steps in the -bitter acid pathway (Li et al. 

2015a; Tsurumaru et al. 2012). In this study, we tested the acceptance of APs by fungal 

prenyltransferases of the DMATS superfamily. 

DMAPP, GPP, and FPP were prepared according to the method described for GPP (Woodside 

et al. 1988) by Lena Ludwig and Dr. Edyta Stec. 1, 2, and phlorbenzophenone (3) were 

synthesized by Lena Ludwig according to protocols described previously (George et al. 2010) 

and incubated with thirteen purified soluble prenyltransferases, including seven cyclic 

dipeptide prenyltransferases (AnaPT (Yin et al. 2009b), FtmPT1 (Grundmann and Li 2005), 

CdpC2PT (Mundt and Li 2013), CdpC3PT (Yin et al. 2010b), CdpNPT (Yin et al. 2007),  

BrePT (Yin et al. 2013), and CTrpPT (Zou et al. 2010)), four tryptophan prenyltransferases 

(5-DMATS (Yu et al. 2012b), 6-DMATSSa (Winkelblech and Li 2014), 7-DMATS (Kremer 

et al. 2007), and FgaPT2 (Unsöld and Li 2005)), and two tyrosine prenyltransferases (SirD 

(Zou et al. 2011) and TyrPT (Fan et al. 2014)). HPLC analysis of the incubation mixtures 

revealed that AnaPT showed higher activities towards these compounds than other tested 

enzymes. The tryptophan prenyltransferase 7-DMATS from A. fumigatus (Kremer et al. 2007) 

showed slightly lower activities than AnaPT. These results encouraged us to test the 

acceptance of phloroglucinol (4) and its carboxylic acid (5), orsellinic acid (6) and 6-

methylsalicylic acid (7) as substrates. All of these substances were accepted with 50 μg 

AnaPT at 37°C for 6 h (Scheme 3-1). Nine enzyme products of AnaPT were isolated on 

HPLC and their structures were elucidated by HRESI-MS and NMR analyses, including 1H-

NMR and 1H-1H spatial correlations in nuclear overhauser effect spectroscopy (NOESY). 

The results showed that the soluble fungal indole prenyltransferase AnaPT catalyzed the 

same reaction of APs as the membrane-bound prenyltransferases involved in the biosynthesis 
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of the prenylated APs in plants like HIPT-1. AnaPT also prenylated hydroxylated benzoic 

acids, such as 6 and 7, which are typical PKS products of microorganisms. Therefore, 

prenylated and hydroxylated benzoic acids could be produced by introducing anaPT into the 

producers of 6 and 7 or by coexpression of the responsible PKS genes with anaPT in suitable 

hosts.  

Scheme 3-1. Prenyl transfer reactions of (R)-benzodiazepinedione and 17 catalyzed by 

AnaPT (modified from Zhou et al., 2015).   

 

The observed activities of AnaPT toward 13 were much higher than that of a microsomal 

fraction containing the overproduced prenyltransferase from the glandular trichomes  

of hops. However, only monoprenylated derivatives were obtained in the presence of 

DMAPP and the conversion yields of 13 with GPP as prenyl donor were very low. Recently, 

a soluble prenyltransferase AtaPT from A. terreus strain was demonstrated to carry an 

unprecedented promiscuity toward diverse drug-like aromatic acceptors and prenyl donors 

including DMAPP, GPP, and FPP (Chen et al. 2017). AtaPT shares high sequence identity 

with the hypothetical protein EAU34068 encoded by ATEG_04999 from A. terreus NIH2624 

and differs at only three residues, i.e. at 290 (Thr in AtaPT and Lys in EAU34068), 292 (Ala 

versus Glu), and 373 (Asn versus Ser). Among the tested aromatic substrates, AtaPT also 

consumed 3 in the presence of DMAPP, GPP, and FPP, although no noteworthy sequence 

homology exits between AtaPT and HIPT1L and HIPT2. These reactions were not studied in 

detail (Chen et al. 2017). The coding sequence of ATEG_04999 orthologue from A. terreus 
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DSM 1958 was amplified by PCR and cloned into the expression vector pQE-70, resulting in 

the expression construct pCaW7, which carried out by Dr. Carsten Wunsch. Gene expression 

in E. coli and purification of the soluble protein resulted in a predominant band on SDS-

PAGE with a migration above the 45 kDa size marker, corresponding well to the calculated 

mass of 48.7 kDa for AtaPT-His6. Protein yield was calculated to be 29 mg of purified 

protein per liter of culture.  

Total conversion yields of 64.3 ± 2.4, 23.7 ± 1.2, and 27.4 ± 0.2% were calculated for 13 

after incubation with 20 µg protein at 37°C for 2 h in the presence of DMAPP, respectively 

(Scheme 3-2). These values were higher than those obtained from AnaPT with conversion 

yields of 3.6 ± 0.8, 4.3 ± 0.8, and 7.7 ± 0.5% respectively in the same conditions. 

Interestingly, two main products were observed from the reaction mixtures of AtaPT with 

13. LC-MS analysis revealed that the [M+H]+ ions of the unknown product peaks are 136 

Da larger than their respective substrates, indicating that the diprenylations of 13 had taken 

place. These results encouraged us to investigate into the structures of the diprenyl 

derivatives. To elucidate the structures, nine enzyme products were isolated from the 

incubation mixtures of 13 with AtaPT and DMAPP and were subjected to NMR analysis. 

They were proven to be C-dimethylallyl products 1D13D1, gem-diprenylated derivatives 

1D33D3, O-dimethylallyl derivatives 1D2 and 2D2, and C- and -O-di-dimethylally product 

2D4 (Scheme 3-2). 

Scheme 3-2. Prenyl transfer reactions of 13 catalyzed by AtaPT (modified from Zhou et al., 

2017).  
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More interestingly, AtaPT also accepted C-monoprenylated products 1D13D1 as substrates. 

After incubation with 50 µg protein at 37°C for 2 h in the presence of DMAPP. HPLC, LC-

MS, and NMR analyses revealed that gem-diprenylated derivatives 1D33D3 were observed 

as predominant products from extract of the incubation mixtures with product yields of 4.88 

± 0.15, 57.18 ± 1.07, and 33.31 ± 0.23%, respectively. A minor diprenylated product each 

with longer retention time was detected. No product was detected in the incubation mixtures 

of 1D13D1 with AnaPT and DMAPP under the same conditions (Scheme 3-3). 

Scheme 3-3. Results of the incubation of dimethylallyl APs catalyzed by AtaPT or AnaPT 

(modified from Zhou et al., 2017).   

 

In addition geranyl diphosphates (GPP) and farnesyl diphosphates (FPP) were also accepted 

by AtaPT as prenyl donors, forming monoprenylated acylphloroglucinols with C-C or C-O 

bonds. The conversion yields of C-prenylated products were 32.9 ± 2.6, 47.6 ± 1.8, and 54.7 

± 0.4% were calculated for 1−3 after incubation with 20 µg protein at 37°C for 2 h in the 

presence of GPP (Scheme 3-2), which were much higher than that of AnaPT. FPP was also 

used as a donor, but the conversion yields of the three substrates 1−3 were lower than that of 

DMAPP or GPP as donors under the same condition. These prenylated products were 

identified as C-geranyl derivatives 1G13G1, O-geranyl products 1G23G2, C-farnesyl 

derivatives 1F13F1, and O-farnesyl products 1F23F2 (Scheme 3-2). The O-prenylated 

derivatives were identified as minor products with conversion yields in the range of 0.5-2.0%. 

No product was detected by LC-MS analysis after incubation of 1D2 and 2D2 with 50 µg 

AtaPT and DMAPP at 37°C for 2 h. Incubation of 1D13D1 with AtaPT and GPP or FPP did 

not result in product formation under the same conditions. No diprenylated product was 

detected in the incubation mixtures of AtaPT with 1−3 and GPP or FPP in the same 

conditions, which was confirmed by incubation of their C-monoprenylated derivatives 

(Scheme 3-4). Product formation was not observed neither for the reaction mixtures of 

1G13G1 with AtaPT in the presence of GPP, nor for those of 1F13F1 with FPP.  
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Scheme 3-4. Results of the incubations of monoprenylated APs with AtaPT (modified from 

Zhou et al., 2017).  

 

To get more information on the catalytic efficiency of the tetrameric AtaPT, kinetic 

parameters including Michaelis−Menten constants (KM) and turnover numbers (kcat) were 

determined at pH 7.5 for 1, 2, and 3 in the presence of DMAPP, GPP, and FPP as well as 

DMAPP with 1 and GPP with 3. The catalytic efficiency of AtaPT toward 1 is 32-fold of that 

of AnaPT in the presence of DMAPP. 1 was better consumed by AtaPT in the presence of 

DMAPP and FPP than 2 and 3. 3 was the most efficiently consumed substrate in the presence 

of GPP. The determined kcat/KM values for 1−3 are in the range of 170−300 s-1M-1 in the 

presence of GPP and between 17 and 37 s -1M-1 in the presence of FPP. With 1 as acceptor, a 

95-fold kcat/KM value of that of AnaPT was determined for DMAPP with AtaPT. 

In this study, we provided the first example of gem-diprenylation of APs by a member of the 

dimethylallyltryptophan synthase superfamily and an alternative synthesis method of gem-

diprenylation of APs. AtaPT could be an interesting candidate for production of 

polyprenylated APs like -bitter acids by synthetic biological method. 

For detailed information about this work, please see the publications (sections 4.1 and 

4.2) 

Kang Zhou, Lena Ludwig, and Shu-Ming Li (2015). Friedel-Crafts alkylation of 

acylphloroglucinols catalyzed by a fungal indole prenyltransferase. J. Nat. Prod., 78 (4): 

929–933 

 Kang Zhou, Carsten Wunsch, Jungui Dai, and Shu-Ming Li (2017). Gem-diprenylation of 

acylphloroglucinols by a fungal prenyltransferase of the dimethylallyltryptophan 

synthase superfamily. Org. Lett. 19 (2): 388–391 
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3.2. Chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated flavonoids by fungal 

prenyltransferases  

Prenylated flavonoids are a group of compounds predominantly found in plants (Botta et al. 

2005b; Botta et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2014a). Due to their broad pharmacological activities 

(Botta et al. 2005b; Botta et al. 2009; Grienke et al. 2016; van de Schans et al. 2015; Wätjen 

et al. 2007), various strategies have been developed for both regioselective chemical and 

chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated flavonoids, especially for C-prenylated derivatives 

(Hossain et al. 2006; Tischer and Metz 2007; Yang et al. 2016; Yazaki et al. 2009). In 

previous studies, prenylated flavonoids have been produced by using recombinant enzymes 

(Kumano et al. 2008; Ozaki et al. 2009; Sasaki et al. 2008; Sasaki et al. 2011). However, only 

a few of such derivatives carry a dimethylallyl moiety at position C-6. In a former work, it 

was demonstrated that the recombinant indole prenyltransferase 7-DMATS accepted 

chalcones, isoflavonoids, and flavanones much better than flavones and flavonols and mainly 

catalyzed prenylation at C-6 of the ring A. Preliminary results indicated that AnaPT could be 

a good candidate for prenylations other than those of 7-DMATS (Yu and Li 2011). 

AnaPT was then incubated with twenty-one flavonoids and analogues in the presence of 

DMAPP. Naringenin (1a), 7-hydroxyflavanone (2a), eriodictyol (3a), hesperetin (4a), 

silibinin (5a), phloretin (6a), apigenin (7a), genistein (8a), and biochanin A (9a) were better 

substrates than other substrates. HPLC analysis showed that the retention time of the major 

enzyme product of AnaPT with 1a was 9 min, which was 1 min shorter than that of the C6-

prenylated 1a obtained from the 7-DMATS assay with 40 μg AnaPT at 37°C for 2h (Figure 

3-1).  

To get more information of enzyme products catalyzed by 7-DMATS and AnaPT, we 

extended the reaction time to 16h. As shown in Figure 3-1, AnaPT displayed a clearly 

different substrate preference from that of 7-DMATS. AnaPT accepted 1a, 2a, 5a, 7a, and 9a 

better than 7-DMATS, while 3a, 4a, 6a, and 8a were better substrates for 7-DMATS. The 

major products of AnaPT and 7-DMATS reactions clearly differed in some cases from each 

other. For example, the main product 1b in the 7-DMATS reaction with 1a was only detected 

as a minor product in its reaction mixture with AnaPT. Instead, a product 1c with a yield of 

54.2% was the main product. Eriodictyol (3a) was much better accepted by 7-DMATS and 

several products including 3b, 3c, and 3d with comparable yields were observed, whereas 3c 

with a product yield of 16.4% was the main product of the AnaPT reaction. Silibinin (5a), a 
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hepatoprotective flavanonol from the medicinal plant Silybum marianum (Biedermann et al. 

2014), was accepted by AnaPT with a product yield of 11.3%, whereas HPLC analysis 

showed that no product formation was observed from the incubation mixture of 5a with 7-

DMATS. Phloretin (6a) was converted by 7-DMATS to one predominate product 6b, while a 

number of products including 6b, 6c, and 6d were detected in its reaction mixture with 

AnaPT. These results indicated that different prenyl transfer reactions catalyzed by the two 

enzymes.  

To investigate the prenylated positions and patterns of these substrates, twelve enzyme 

products 1b, 1c, 2b, 3c, 5b, 6b, 6c, 6d, 7b, 8b, 8c, and 9b were isolated by preparative HPLC 

from incubation mixtures of 1a-3a, 5a-9a with AnaPT and DMAPP, respectively. The 1H 

NMR spectrum of 5b was very similar to that of its substrate silybin (Lee and Liu 2003) and 

showed additional signals for a dimethylallyl moiety. HSQC and HMBC spectra were further 

proved the prenylation of the 7-hydroxy group (Figure 3-1). Comparing the 1H-NMR spectra 

of 6c and 6d (Yu and Li 2011) with that of 6a revealed that 6c is a C3´-monoprenylated 

derivative and 6d bears the two prenyl moieties at C-6 and C-3´ (Figure 3-1). Compounds 1b, 

1c, 2b, 3c, 6b, 7b, 8b, 8c, and 9b were identified as known compounds by 1H-NMR and HR-

EI-MS analyses and literature search, including C6-prenylated derivatives (1b, 2b, 6b, 7b, 

8b, and 9b), C3´-prenylated derivatives (1c and 3c), and C6, C3´-diprenylated product (8c)  

(Figure 3-1). 

AnaPT displayed in several cases different behaviors regarding the prenylation positions from 

those of 7-DMATS reported previously (Yu and Li 2011). For 1a, 3a, and 6a, 7-DMATS 

preferred for a prenylation at C-6 of A-ring and C6-prenylated derivatives 1b, 3b, and 6b 

were detected as predominant or one of the main products. In contrast, C3´-prenylation of B-

ring was observed as main reactions in the assays of these compounds with AnaPT.  

To get information on the catalytic efficiencies of AnaPT towards flavonoids, kinetic 

parameters were determined for the nine substrates. The KM and kcat values for flavonoids 

were determined to be in the range of 0.10-0.90 mM and 3-170 s−1, respectively. These data 

provided evidence that AnaPT, the soluble indole prenyltransferases, could also be used for 

production of prenylated flavonoids in microorganisms by synthetic biological approaches. 
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Figure 3-1. HPLC analysis of reaction mixtures of 7-DMATS and AnaPT (modified from 

Zhou et al., 2015).   
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Figure 3-1 (continued)  

For detailed information about this work, please see the publication (section 4.3) 

Kang Zhou, Xia Yu, Xiulan Xie, and Shu-Ming Li (2015). Complementary flavonoid 

prenylations by fungal indole prenyltransferases. J. Nat. Prod., 78 (9): 2229–2235 

3.3. Creation of FtmPT1 mutants with strongly increased activity 

for production of C3-prenylated cyclo-Trp-Pro stereoisomers by 

saturation mutagenesis 

The indole prenyltransferase FtmPT1 from A. fumigatus used DMAPP as prenyl donor and 

cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro as acceptor and catalyzed predominantly a regular C2-prenylattion 

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jnatprod.5b00422
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jnatprod.5b00422
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(Grundmann and Li 2005; Li 2011; Wollinsky et al. 2012). AnaPT, CdpNPT, and CdpC3PT 

acted as reverse C3-prenyltransferases on different cyclic dipeptides, leading to the formation 

of prenylated pyrrolo[2,3-b]indoles with anti-cis or syn-cis configuration of the ring systems 

(Fan et al. 2015a; Schuller et al. 2012; Winkelblech et al. 2015a; Yin et al. 2009b; Yin et al. 

2010a; Yu et al. 2013). The indole prenyltransferase ArdB from A. fischeri catalyzed reverse 

C3-prenylation of a tripeptide derivative (Haynes et al. 2013). A prenyltransferase was 

identified in the producer of nocardioazines and proven to be responsible for a regular C3-

prenylation of cyclo-L-Trp-L-Trp (Alqahtani et al. 2015). In comparison to reverse C3-

prenyltransferases, there is still a deficiency with the availability of regular C3-

prenyltransferases for application in the chemoenzymatic synthesis or synthetic biology. 

Crystal structures of unliganded FtmPT1 and its ternary complex with brevianamide F and 

DMSPP were solved and used as basis to understand the catalytic mechanism. Prenyl transfer 

reaction was performed in a hydrophobic reaction chamber at the center of the barrel (Jost et 

al. 2010). Several amino acid residues including Gly115 and Tyr205 were proposed to be 

involved in the binding of brevianamide F. Mutation of Gly115 to Thr in FtmPT1 redirects 

the prenylation of brevianamide F from regular C2- to reverse C3.  

Saturation mutagenesis experiments were carried out on the amino acid Tyr205. Nineteen 

single and one double mutants of FtmPT1 were obtained. Single mutants were constructed by 

Wei Zhao and Dr. Sylwia Tarcz. Five mutants Y205C, Y205L, Y205N, Y205I, and Y205S 

showed similar enzyme activity as the wildtype with substrate consumption of more than 

90% under the tested conditions. Five mutants Y205H, Y205Q, Y205V, Y205G, and Y205E 

showed lower enzyme activity with substrate consumption between 46.9 and 76.4%. Other 

mutants like Y205A, Y205R, Y205K, Y205D, and Y205P accepted brevianamide F with 

significantly reduced activities. In addition to the regularly C2-prenylated derivative LL1 and 

the regularly C3-prenylated LL2, product peaks LL3 at 34.8 min and LL4 at 35.8 min were 

also detected in the reaction mixtures of most mutants (Scheme 3-5). Among these mutants, 

Y205L and Y205N showed high activity toward cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro. Therefore, behaviors of 

Y205N and Y205L toward cyclo-Trp-Pro stereoisomers were tested. Y205N converted cyclo-

D-Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro, and cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro mainly to one dominant peak each 

(DD3, LD3, or DL3), identified as reversely C3-prenylated derivatives, with product yields 

of 21.6 ± 1.1, 41.1 ± 1.9, and 32.5 ± 1.1%, respectively. Regularly C2-prenylated derivatives 

DD1, LD1, and DL1 were minor products of cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro, and 
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cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro reactions, respectively. DD1 was also identified as the predominant 

product of Y205L with cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro, with a product yield of 60.5 ± 3.0%. 

Scheme 3-5. Prenyl transfer reactions of cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro and cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro catalyzed 

by FtmPT1, Y205N, and Y205L (modified from Zhou et al., 2016).   

 

The two enantiomers cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro and cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro were converted by Y205L to 

two similar complex product mixtures (Scheme 3-6). Detailed inspection of the HPLC 

chromatograms indicated the presence of LD1 and LD3 as well as DL1 and DL3 with the 

same retention times as those in the incubation mixtures of cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro and cyclo-D-

Trp-L-Pro with FtmPT1 and/or Y205N. LD5 and LD4 as well as DL5 and DL4 showed the 

same retention times as those of the reversely C2- and regularly N1-prenylated derivatives, 

which were obtained from the incubation mixtures of cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro with BrePT (Yin et 

al. 2013) and CdpNPT (Yu et al. 2013), respectively. According to 1H-NMR of the 

incubation mixtures of cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro and cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro with Y205N or Y205L, 

signals for dimethylallyl moieties of LD5 and LD4 as well as DL5 and DL4 were observed, 

which also proved the structures of enzyme products. 

Scheme 3-6. Prenyl transfer reactions of cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro and cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro catalyzed 

by FtmPT1, Y205N, and Y205L (modified from Zhou et al., 2016). 
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It was demonstrated that mutation on Gly115 to Thr led to change the prenylation pattern and 

position, i.e. from regular C2-prenylation catalyzed by FtmPT1 to reverse C3-prenylation 

catalyzed by FtmPT1_G115T. A plasmid pKZ27 for overproduction of the double mutant 

FtmPT1_G115T_Y205N was constructed. HPLC analysis of the incubation mixture of cyclo-

L-Trp-L-Pro with 5 µg enzyme at 37°C for 2 h revealed a drastic reduction of the enzyme 

activity. A very small product peak with a retention time corresponding to that of LL2 was 

observed in the chromatogram. These resulted indicated that both positions could not be 

altered at the meantime. Similar results were also obtained for G115T_Y205N with cyclo-D-

Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro, or cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro. 

These results demonstrated that Y205N and Y205L could be used for production of regularly 

C3-prenylated brevianamide F in the chemoenzymatic synthesis and synthetic biology. More 

specific enzymes for regular C3-prenylation should be created in the future, e.g. by 

mutagenesis of mutants obtained in this study. 

For detailed information about this work, please see the publication (section 4.4) 

Kang Zhou, Wei Zhao, Xiao-Qing Liu, and Shu-Ming Li (2016). Saturation mutagenesis on 

Tyr205 of the cyclic dipeptide C2-prenyltransferase FtmPT1 results in mutants with 

strongly increased C3-prenylating activity. Appl Microbiol Biotechnol, 100 (23):9943-

9953 
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5. Conclusions and future prospects 

In this thesis, novel strategies for chemoenzymatic synthesis of prenylated 

acylphloroglucinols (APs) were developed by using prenyltransferases of the DMATS 

superfamily and natural prenyl donors, including DMAPP, GPP, and FPP.  

Initially, prenyl donors and three APs were synthesized and their reactions with thirteen 

soluble fungal prenyltransferases were investigated. Nine regular dimethylallyl products were 

obtained from the reactions with AnaPT. The obtained results proved that AnaPT shows 

higher activities toward these compounds than other tested enzymes. It could be an 

interesting candidate as a biocatalyst for prenylation of phloroglucinol analogues. The 

observed activities of AnaPT toward these substrates are much higher than that of a 

microsomal fraction containing the overproduced prenyltransferase from the hop plant. 

However, only monoprenylated derivatives were obtained in the presence of DMAPP and the 

conversion yields of APs with GPP as prenyl donor were very low.  

Recently, a soluble prenyltransferase AtaPT from A. terreus was demonstrated to carry an 

unprecedented promiscuity toward diverse drug-like aromatic acceptors and prenyl donors 

including DMAPP, GPP, and FPP. The activity of AtaPT toward APs was further investigated 

in my thesis. Incubation of AtaPT with three APs and three prenyl donors provided further 

insights into the catalytic properties of AtaPT. Total conversion yields of AtaPT are 

significantly higher than those of AnaPT. GPP also served as an excellent prenyl donor for the 

reaction of AtaPT. Twenty-one enzyme products were isolated and their structures were 

elucidated by NMR and LC-MS analyses. Gem-diprenylated derivatives were identified in 

the reaction mixtures of three APs in the presence of DMAPP. These results proved the ability 

of AtaPT for gem-dipenylation of APs. The C-monodimethylallyl products were further 

accepted by AtaPT in the presence of DMAPP and gem-diprenylated derivatives as 

predominant products were observed. 

Subsequently, prenylations of different flavonoids like flavanones and isoflavones by AnaPT 

at C-6 of the A-ring or C-3´of the B-ring were demonstrated. Twelve enzyme products were 

isolated by preparative HPLC from reaction mixtures of flavonoids with AnaPT and DMAPP. 

Former study revealed that 7-DMATS accepted chalcones, isoflavonoids, and flavanones 

much better than flavones and flavonols and mainly catalyzed prenylation at C-6. AnaPT and 
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7-DMATS display different substrate preferences and prenylation positions, so that these two 

fungal indole prenyltransferases could be used complementarily for prenylation of flavonoids. 

Prenylations of the flavonoid skeleton contribute significantly to structural diversity and 

biological activity of natural products and are usually crucial in the biosynthesis of these 

compounds. 

Furthermore, C3-prenylating activity of cyclo-Trp-Pro isomers by the cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro C2-

prenyltransferase FtmPT1 was significantly improved by saturation mutagenesis experiments 

on Tyr205. In addition to the regularly C2-prenylated cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro, the regularly C3-

prenylated cyclo-L-Trp-L-Pro was also identified in the reaction mixtures with mutants in the 

presence of DMAPP. FtmPT1_Y205N, especially FtmPT1_Y205L, differ from FtmPT1 

wildtype in behaviours toward the four cyclo-Trp-Pro isomers. Regularly C2-prenylated 

derivatives were detected as main products of FtmPT1 reactions with all these isomers. In 

contrast, the reversely C3-prenylated products were found to be the main products of Y205N 

and Y205L reactions with cyclo-D-Trp-D-Pro, cyclo-D-Trp-L-Pro, and cyclo-L-Trp-D-Pro. 

These mutants can be used for production of regularly C3-prenylated brevianamide F in the 

chemoenzymatic synthesis and synthetic biology. 

For future prospects, the following works should be performed: 

 Coexpression of AtaPT or AnaPT in engineered yeast strain harboring 

CCL2/CCL4/VPS genes for production of prenylated APs. 

 Creation of more specific enzymes for regular C3-prenylation. 

 Investigation of the acceptance of other cyclic dipeptides catalyzed by FtmPT1 

mutants, for example cyclo-L-Trp-L-Ala and its isomers. 

 Collection all available data of mutated DMATS enzymes to rational design PTs 

which could catalyze additional Friedel-Crafts reactions for production of desired 

products. 
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